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Abstract mid-thickness), the springiness or hardness of the wire,
and the lap pitch. All but the latter were fixed during

The 50 mm coil i.d. SSC dipole magnets use wider the present studies. A large aspect ratio cable due to
cables to give a greater operational margin between a large number of wires, or a cable with fine wires, is
quench field and operating field. The cable used for the more prone to collapse during winding.
inner coil has 30 strands of the same size (0.808 mm) Twisting a cable axially against the lay will cause it
instead of 23 and the outer has 36 strands of the same to open up or "unlock". Unlocking occurs first on the
size (0.648 mm) instead of 30 and the cable widths are outer (thick) edge, which is less compressed than the
increased in proportion. Although the coil inner diameter inner edge. A shorter lay pitch makes the cable more
has been increased from 40 mm, the coil ends are resistant to unlocking.
noticeably harder to wind. This report describes the The insulation for the cable consists of two parts.
computational and experimental effort to design winding Kapton is applied first with a 50_ overlap to form the
mandrels or center posts for the constant-perimeter ends. first two layers. The Kapton is overlayed with an epoxy-

impregnated fiberglass tape applied as a nominal butt
_i_ wrap. Ali of the coil winding studies began with bare

(uninsulated) cable.
The changes in the SSC coil i.d. from 40 to 50 mm

and in the number of strands from 23 to 30 for the inner Coil
cable and from 30 to 36 for the outer resulted in the
effort described here to test the new cables for The 2-dimensional cross section of the coils in the
windability and to design new coil winding tooling. As straight section of the magnet is determined mainly by
the work progressed, analytically derived developable magnetic field purity requirements. A complication is that
surfaces became available, but experimental results are the superconductor cable cannot be rolled to a trapezoidal
the final arbiter of endpost design, cross section having a sufficiently large angle to match

In the sections which follow, we describe the cable, the cable thickness and coil radius, that is, the cable is
coil and coil winding tooling, definitions of terms and "partially keystoned". Insulated copper wedges, required
description of processes, the theoretical design, minor for magnetic field shaping, are over-angled to compensate
modifications to it using CAD software, the experimental for the inadequate cable angle. The coil design for the
work and the final design, present work is termed W6733. At the beginning of these

studies, it became apparent that a shorter inner cable
9__ble. Coil .and Coil-Winding Tooling pitch would be desirable to increase cable mechanical

stability. When the studies were nearly completed, the
new inner cable with shorter pitch became standard. It's
width was increased 0.23 mm requiring an altered coll

The dlmensione and other mechanical properties of design termed W6733A.
the Rutherford-style cable are listed in Table 1. Cable
lay direction is determined by the wires in the cable. Coll Winding Direction
',[hen viewed lengthwise, a left lay cable has wires
spiraling counterclockwise as threads in a left-hand Winding direction is defined as the direction in
screw. Cable pitch is the longitudinal distance in which which the cable is wound around the centerpost end when
a single wire makes one complete revolution around the looking down on the tooling, l_.gur_. 1 shows the first
cable, turn of the inner coil being applied at the lead end.

Winding direction affects the coil because the spiral cable
lay makes it anlsotropic in bending. Left lay cable winds

Table L Cable Parameters best in the clockwise direction, and right lay cable in the
, r counter clockwise direction. The inner coil must be

wound in the opposite direction to that of the outer to
Parameter _ 9__ facilitate making the Joint between the coils. The inner

e_ll winding direction is also influenced by the cable lay,
Number of wires in cable 30 36 but more so by the shape of the centerpost end, since
Mid-thickness, mm 1.46 1.17' the inner centerpost is much smaller than the outer.
Width, mm 12.34 11.71

Keystone angle, degree 1.23 1.02 Coil Windin_ Machine and Tooling
Lay direction left left

Lay pitch, mm 86 96 The coil is wound on a precision, cylindrical t_ol
State of anneal unannealed unannealed called a "mandrel" to which the centerpost is attached.

, i ii ,iii Coil winding is done with the narrow edge of the
trapezoidal cable facing the surface of the mandrel and

tThis was reduced to 1.16 mm subsequent to the present the wide surface of the cable facing the centerpost. The
work. azimuthal size of the centerpost determines the sharpness

of caole bend at the ends. Inner coils, with a mean
The stability of the cable against wire "popping" (a azimuthal centerpost size of 16.6 mm are more difficult to

s:ng]e wire rising out of piace) or against collapse, in wind than outers, which use a ce nterpost 63.5 mm wide.
which most of the wires fall out of piace (also calle_ The coil wh,der used for the present studies has a
"tubing"), is a function of wire diameter, number of wires movable carriage on which is mounted a spool of cable;

in the cable, the aspect ratio (or ratio of cable width to the carriage routes around the entire length of the

t! _M¢:
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Figure 1. The firstturn of the inner coil being ANGLE-.,,I TM

applied at the lead end.

mandrel. A tensioning deviceon the carriage holds the
cable tension constant to within about 10 newton. Figure 2. Endpost for an outer coll

As the carriage moves around the end of the
mandrel, the mandrel is rotated azimuthallyunder the
controlof the technician,in such a way as to attempt to
make the inner edge of the cable Just touch the mandrel
throughout the coilend.

define a surface S, containing the two curves. The
Design of Centerpost End Shape ribbon lleson S,but it'sedges may not coincidewith the

two defining curves, termed the "inner cylinder curve"
GOr_BtantPerimcter En_[ and the "outercylindercu_-ve." The edges of the ribbon

are assumed to be geodesicsof the surface,that is,ifS
Approximate the cableby a ribbon ofthe same width can be developed into a plane, the edges would be

but zero thickness, actuallythe inner surface of the straightlines.
pole-mo_t turn of the coil.Assume the ribbon can bend The calculationof an end begins by assuming a form
in the "easy" direction,perpendiculartothe planeof the for the outer cylinder curve. The only form we have
ribbon, but cannot bend in the "hard" direction,in the used is an ellipsewhen the cylinder on which itliesis
plane of the ribbon. Fasten the two ends of the ribbon developed or unrolled into a flat sheet. If the
rigidly in the positions of the turn in the straight- coordinatesof a pointof the ellipseon the flatsheet are

section. The inner edge of the ribbon should lleon the (s,z),where z is tl_eaxial,_?osition,then the equation of
circularcylinder (the "inner edge cylinder")having the the ellipseis (s/a)'+ (z/b) = I, where a and b are the
same radius as the inner edge of the ribbon in the semi-minor and semi-major axes, reap. The Cartesian
straight-section,and the same axis as the straight coordinatesof the same point on the sp_x:ecurve are (R
section, The axialextentof the outer edge of the ribbon sin _ R cos 4*,"),where _ = s/R and R is the radiusof
willbe less than that of the inner edge, i.e.,where the the outer _dge cylinder. We describe an sWpse in terms
ribbon crosses over the cylinder (at {)= z/2 in circular of a = sin'S(a/b)e.g.,a "40 degree ellipse".
cylindricalcoordinates),it willtilttowards the straight- We assume a form for the inner cylinder curve which
section. This is because the length of the two edges is satisfiesall the constraints on the ribbon. With an
the same (the perimeter isconstant),but the outer edge arbitrary choice oi'this curve, even one which satisfies
is at a larger radius. The amount of tilt,or angle the constant perimeter condition,S is unlikely to be
between the ribbon and a norms/ to the cylinder axisat developable,so the inner cylinder curve is varied in a
@ = _/2,isan important parameter of the endpost design, systematic way to wind up with S being "quasi-
Figure 2 shows the tiltin en outer endpost, developable".

A real end turn may be only approximatelyconstant The form we have used to define the developed
perimeter;because of it'shelica/structure,the cablecan inner cylinder curve istermed an "entic"form from the
bend rather easilyin the hard direction.Our definition defining equation for the firstquadrant, (s/a)l + (z/b)l
of a developable constantperimeter end requires contact = 1,e.g.,quarticfor n = 4. For n other than an even
of the inner edge with the inner edge cylinder atail integer,the other quadrants are reflectionsof the first
points,and allowssome bending in the hard directionto quadrant. The form includes a length z, of "straight

accomplish this, but minimizes such bending along the section",i.e.,for 0 _ z _ z_,s = a, as show'nin Figure 2.
entire length of the ribbon. In the past,ends were made with a 40 degree ellipsefor

the outer cylinder curve. The inner cylinder curve was

The Baseline Design a/so a 40 degree ellipse,plus whatever zD was necessary
to satisfy the constant perimeter condition. This is

The mathematics/treatment of an end follows,upr_o termed the "baselinedesign".

a point,a verbai descriptiongiven by Bossert et alTM. //
Space curves lyingon the inner and outer edge cylinders Pescrlptio.nof the Computer Program and Figure of Merit /



' S isformed by dividing each cylinder curve into N the midpoint of the outer edge of each turn in a layer
equal-length linear segments and connecting lieson a specifiedcircle."This circledefinesthe endpost
corresponding points in the two curves with straight outer surface, Ifthe turn is radial,the midpoint of the
lines. For numerical work, we typicallyuse N -64 for inner edge defines the radius of the endpost inner

one quadrant, The particularchoicesof n and zn for the surface. The finalstep in the computer program is to
innercylindercurve corresponding to a given ousteredge extend the line passing through the coordinates C2(J_i)
ell_pseare those values which make the absolute value of and C3(Jti)defined above, in the slant directionto the
that component of the curvature vector,termed the slant intersectionwith the mandrel. (The outercoordinatesC3

curvature kljwhich is in S and is perpendicular to the are essentiallycorrect.) The 3-D coordinates are then
inner edge, a minimum at allpointsLalong the ribbon• If transformed back into developed (2-D) coordinates. The
k. were identicallyzero at all points, S would be present version of the program is CNSTND6.
d_velopable. This is true because it is equivalent to
making the Gaussian or principalcurv_t_.xreequal to zero _Tateractionbetween CNSTND6, CAP and NC machining
at allpointson the inner edge, and the outer edge will
be parallelto the inner by construction. The 2-D configuration generated by CNSTND6 is

We approximate the y component of the curvature transferred electronicallyto a computer-aided design
(CAD) machine in the design group, where dimensions are

E--_-_+ _--_J+ d_ (1) checked and minor alterationsmade as needed. For
d_ @#" d-_ example, the endpost outer surface does not coincide

exactly with the outer cylinder curve, but is slightly
larger. Also,the inner cable width increase (0.23 mm)

at the itlpoint,numericallywith the centered-difference was not rerun on CNSTND6; the necessary changes were
equation for the second derivativeof y with respect to made using the CAD machine.
arc length, Flat patterns were used to construct (by hand) the

experimental endposts for winding tests. For the

,(yl.l-2yl+y4.1)/(As)2 (2) production endpost, 3-D data from the CAD machine are
d_r_ transferredelectronicallytothe centralmachine shop and

used to program a numerically-controlled(NC) 5-axis
millingmachine.

where As is the linearsegment l,ength;there ar_ similar
expressionsfor the x and z components. The i_'points Ex_)erlmentalWork
on the outer and inner cylinder curves are denoted by
C3(j,i)and C2(J,i),J _ 1,2,3for x,ytziresp. Then the Allexperiments were conducted on the return end of

distanceAi from C2i to C3i,the unit slantvector Ql and the centerpost, which is symmetrical. The lead end,

A_- I(_-C_I I which isasymmetrical,is a modificationof the return end.A variety of observations were made during the

_._-,-'id"(f_I-&c2"_IAt" (3) experiments,mostlyof a qualitativenature. These includeunlocking, popped or raised wires,cable collapse,thick

£##'Jtt'i_#j edge expansion, azimuthal gaps between the cable and
the component of curvature in the slant direction k I are centerpost, and gaps between turns at the coil end.
given by A new quantitative observation was developed during

t!
The condition that _is satisfied to make S quasi- the present tests, called "cable lift". This is the
developable" iA that l' = _(k. t)' be a minimum, where the distance, measured at specific positions along the z axis,

O ltsum is taken vet a_l i. X is a function of n and z0, between the winding mandrel and the inner cable edge.
4

which are varied .nte_actively in the present version of Although the mandrel is rotated during winding so as to
the program. With X minimized for an SSC inner coil maintain contact of the cable with the mandrel, a previous
endpost, the minimum radius of curvature, 1/k,_ for any section of the cable may lift off while a subsequent
i is about 0.25 m, and the mean is about 0.37 m. The section is being applied. Lift is measured after the first
cable can easily bend this amount, in the hard direction, turn is wound and clamped to the centerpost, 150 mm

Interestingly, the exponent in the entic form giving inward of the end. It is measured at the end of the
minimum Z was 2.02 for the inner endpost, c!ose to an straight section and 25 mm inward of the end of the
ellipse, and 2.00 for the outer, a pure ellipse, straight section, on both sides of the centerpost, by a

It should be noted that the baseline designs are feeler gage or pin gage between the cable edge and the
actually pretty good; X' for the outer baseline, design is mandrel. Those parameters affecting the amount of lift
0.165, whereas the final outer deqign has a X" of 0.111. are windir_g tension, winding direction, cable pitch, cable
The inner baeelir_e design has a X" of 0.655 and the final insulation, endpost tilt angle and end shape. Lift
inner design a X' of 0.277. measurement is most useful when varying a single

Although endpost design does not require it, the parameter; when several parameters have been varied, the
computer program also computes the coordir.ates of the lift, measurements may not be consistent.
turn. The inner edge of the cable is assumed to coincide Left lay cable wound clockwise tends to unlock as it
with the inner cylinder curve. Because of the tilt, AI is is applied entering the end_ and tends to lock while
greater than the cable width, so the outer edge is exiting the end. While entering the end, pressure of the
computed from C2 + w • (1_, where w is the cable width, cable against the endpost helps to maintain wire
As a check, the outer e'dge length is computed and registration. Since there is no such assistance after
compared with the inner edge length to see if the exiting the end, a right lay cable is harder to wind
constant perimeter condition is still met, since it was successfully clockwise. Both cables have left lay, but the
originally established for the inner cylinder curve and outer cable, which has a higher aspect ratio than the
outer cylinder curve. Typically_ the difference in length inner, is more prone to failure. Tests showed the outer
of the two edges is less than 1 part in 10_. cable had to be wound clockwise. The final version of

The inner and outer surfaces of the endpost are the inner cable, with a shortened pitch, is robust enough
portions of cylinders having radii which are in general to wind in either direction.
not the same as the radii of the "inner edge cylinder" As might be expectedt the Kal,ton wrap helps to bind
and "outer edge cylinder" defined above. This is because the cable together and improve "eesistance to unlocking
the turn may not be "radial"_ i.e., may not be centered on and raised wires. However_ ilthough it is a high
a plane containing the z axis in the straight section of strength material, it can be damaged during coil winding
the coil. BNL 2-D coil cross-sections are designed so that if the cable is prone to unlocking. Kapton breakage on
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the thick edge and also near the middle of the side Endpost tiltangles from 0" to 13" were triedand itwas
facing the centerpost was found after winding such found that the proper'tftr was between 5" and 9".
cables. Examination of a cable after winding without Endpost shapes designed using CNSTND6, with outer edge
Kapton revealedthick edge e._pansion,and itinsupposed ellipsesof 40",38°,36° and 34°,and tiltanglesfrom 8.3"
that stretchingof the Kapton there was responsiblefor to 9.1°,were triednext. The 36' outer-edge ellipse,with
the breaks in the Kapton-wrapped cables. Tests showed a tiltof 8.6°,gave the leastcable liftand was chosen.
thatchanging the wrap directiondid not improve matters. The outer coilwinding testswere not as lengthy as
Kapton breakage was seen while using the initialjlonger those on the inner coil;the larger mandrel and wider
pitch (94 mm) inner cable and in outer cable wound centerpost make winding easier. The firsttest was with
counterclockwise. Neither the long-pitchinner nor the a model computed using an early version of CNSTND; the
outer cable could be successfullywound counterclockwlso model was wound with bare cable using 0.22 kN tension.
withoutthe Kapton. The improved inner wider cablewith The cable lifted0.7 mm at the beginning of the straight
shorterpitchdid not cause Kapton breakage when wound sectionand 1.24 mm, 25 mm before the straight section.
in eitherdirection. After 3 turns, there were 0.5 mm gaps between turns at

The older, 40 mm i.d.SSC coils were made with the crossover point; the endpost angle was too large,
smallercablesand were wound with 0.16to0.18 kN (35 to 32.3'. The endpost angle was modified to 20", without
40 Ibs) tension. The present experiments were done at regard to maintaining constant perimeter. Wound
0.18,0.22and 0.27 kN (40,50 and 60 Ib). With too little clockwise,with 0.22 kN tension, there were no raised
tensionithe coilis loose,and itmay be difficultto get wires, and seven turns were wound without problems.
_=helarger,fluffiercoilinto the curing mold, Also,the Wound counterclockwise,the cable collapsed. Tests were
cable may not conform to the endpost. Too high a then made on five more endposts having angles in the
tensioncan cause the cable to collapseor POp a wire,and range 20" to 26.3";the lastthree of these were obtained
the insulation may be damaged by scuffing on the with CNSTND6. The finalchoice was a 40° ellipseouter
mandrel. The new, wider outer cable can be wound with edge, 36.8° ellipseinner edge and a tiltof 24.7°,a slight
0.16kN tension,but the inner requires a minimum of 0,18 modificationof a CNSTND6 design. W.4ththis endpost,
kN to wind around the narrow endpost. A tensionof 0.27 eleven turns were wound clockwise with 0.22 kN tension
kN on the inner is a bit high; although it improves without problems, on an open mandrel with no guide for
conformityof the cable to the endpoet and decreases lift the cable.
on the exitingside,itincreaseslifton the entering side.
With a lower tension,liftwas equal on both sides. The F_ Desi_r_
finalchoicefor both inner and outer was 0.22 kN.

Gaps tend to occur between the centerpostand the The endpost configurations finallyarrived at are
cable along the straightsection,but are not a problem; given in Table 2.
the turns are held in place during winding of long coils
by clamps,and gaps are closed during curing. Gaps that
occur between turns in the ends are caused by improper References
endpost tilt.These gaps leavevoids aftercuring and are
undesireable. [1] R.C. Bossert,J.S. Brandt, J.A. Carson, H.J.Fulton,

The initialendpost model for the inner was the G.C. Lee and J.M. Cook, "AnalyticalSolutionsto SSC Coil
baselinedesign,with a 40" ellipseon the outer edge and End Design", Proc.InternationalIndustrialSy_aposium on
a 40" ellipseplus straight sectionon the inner edge. the Supercollider,(Feb. 1989),New Orleans, p,387.

Table II. Finalendpost configurations;lineardimensions are in mm and angles in degrees.
Hli I ill i il I illl | il

Radial Straight Degree Major Minor Tilt
!3oil Surface _ Ellipse A_Ja _ AnK_

inner inner 7.70 32.6 11.68 6.30 8.6
inner outer 0.00 36.0 17.45 10,26
outer inner 19.35 36.8 43.66 26.19 24.7
outer outer 0.00 40.0 57.51 36.96

II II IIIIII III Iii II _, III

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Governrnen_ nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, cornpleteness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
pr_×'ess disclosed, or represent,,; that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
encc herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Figure 1. The first turn of the inner coil being ANGL, ]

applied at the lead end.

.....
mandrel. A tensioning device on the carriage holds the
cable tension constant to within about 10 newton. Figure 2. Endpost for an outer coil

As the carriage moves around the end of the
mandrel, the mandrel fs rotated szimuthaily under the
control of the technician, in such a way as to attempt to
make the inner edge of the cable Just touch the mandrel
throughout the coil end.

define a surface S, containing the two curves. The
Design of Centerpoet End Shave ribbon lies on S, but it's edges may not coincide with the

two defining curves, termed the "inner cylinder curve"
Constant Perimeter End and the "outer cylinder curve." The edges of the ribbon

are assumed to be geodesics of the surface, the,tis, if S
Approximate the cable by a ribbon of the same width can be developed into a plane, the edges would be

but zero thickness, actually the inner surface of the straight lines.
pole-most turn of the coil, Assume the ribbon can bend The calculation of an end begins by assuming a form
in the "easy" direction, perpendicular to the plane of the for the outer cylinder curve. The only form we have
ribbon, but cannot bend in the "hard" direction, in the used is an ellipse when the cylinder on which it lies is
plane of the ribbon. Fasten the two ends of the ribbon developed or unrolled into a flat sheet. If the
rigidly in the positions of the turn in the straight- coordinates of a point of the ellipse on the flat sheet are

section• The inner edge of the ribbon should lie on the (s,z), where z is tl_e axial ,_0sition, then the equation of
circular cylinder (the "inner edge cylinder") having the the ellipse is (s/a) _ + (z/b) = 1, where a and b are the
same radius as the inner edge of the ribbon in the semi-minor and semi-major axes, resp. The Cartesian
straight-section, and the same axis as the straight coordinates of the same point on the space curve are (R
section. The axial extent of the outer edge of the ribbon sin _ R cos #, z), where # = s/R and R is the radius of
will be less than that of the inner edge, i.e., where the the outer qdge cylinder. We describe an ellipse in terms
ribbon crosses over the cylinder (at 8 = ,/2 in circular of a = sin'S(a/b) e.g., a "40 degree ellipse".
cylindrical coordinates), it will tilt towards the straight- We assume a form for the inner cylinder curve which
section. This is because the length of the two edges is satisfies all the constraints on the ribbon. With an
the same (the perimeter is constant), but the outer edge arbitrary choice of this curve, even one which satisfies
is at a larger radius° The amount of tilt, or angle the constant perimeter condition, S is unlikely to be _
between the ribbon and a normal to the cylinder axis at developable, so the inner cylinder curve is varied in a
@ = _/2, is an important parameter of the endpost design, systematic way to wind up with S being "quasi-
Figure 2 shows the tilt in an outer endpost, developable".

A real end turn may be only approximately constant The form we have used to define the developed
perimeter; because of it's helical structure, the cable can inner cylinder curve is termed an "entic" form from the
bend rather easily in the hard direction. Our definition defining equation for the first quadrant, (s/a)' + (z/b) I
of a developable constant perimeter end requires contact = 1, e.g., quartic for n = 4. For n other than an even
of the inner edge with the inner edge cylinder at all integer, the other quadrants are reflections of the first
poincs, and allows some bending in the hard direction to quadrant. The form includes a length z0 of "straight
P_compltsh this, but minimizes such bending along the section", i.e., for 0 S z _ z0, s = a, as shown in Figure 2.
entire length of the ribbon. In the past, ends were made with a 40 degree ellipse for

the outer cylinder curve. The inner cylinder curve was
The Baseline Design also a 40 degree ellipse, plus whatever z0 was necessary

to satisfy the constant perimeter condition. This is
The mathematical treatment of an end follows, up _o termed the "baseline design".

a point, a verbal description given by Bossert et al ".
Space curves lying on the inner and outer edge cylinders Pescripti0n of the Gomputer Program and Fi_ure_of Merit



S is formed by dividing each cylinder curve into N the midpoint of the outer edge of each turn in a layer
equal-length linear segments and connecting lies on a specified circle.' This circle defines the endpost
corresponding points in the two curves with straight outer surface. If the turn is radial, the midpoint of the
lines. For numerical work, we typically use N = 64 for inner edge defines the radius of the endpost inner
one quadrant. The particular choices of n and z0 for the surface. The final step in the computer program is to
inner cylinder curve corresponding to a given outer edge extend the line passing through the coordinates C2(J,i)
ellipse are those values which make the absolute value of and C3(J,i) defined above, in the slant direction to the
that component of the curvature vector, termed the slant intersection with the mandrel. (The outer coordinates C3

curvature kI, which is in S and is perpendicular to the are essentially correct.) The 3-D coordinates are then
inner edge, a minimum at all points along the ribbon. If transformed back into developed (2-D) coordinates, The
k_ were identically zero at all points, S would be present version of the program is CNSTND6.
d_velopable_ This is true because it is equivalent to
maktng the Gaussian or principal curvature equal to zero Interaction between CNSTND6, CAD and NC m_hining
at all points on the inner edge, and the outer edge will
be parallel to the inner by construction. The 2-D configuration generated by CNSTND6 is

We approximate the y component of the curvature transferred electronically to a computer-aided design
(CAD) machine in the design group, where dimensions are

_. d_. _j+ _____ (I) checked and minor alterationsmade as needed. For
d_ de" d_ example, the endpost outer surface does not coincide

exactly with the outer cylinder curve, but is slightly
larger. Al_o,the inner cable width increase (0.23 mm)

at the it_point,numericallywith the centered-difference was not rerun on CNSTND6; the necessary changes were
equation for the second derivativeof y with respect to made using the CAD machine,
arc length, Flat patterns were used to construct (by hand) the

experimental endposts for winding tests. For the

d_Y N(yi,l-2y_+yi_1)l(AS)2 (2) production endpost, 3-D data from the CAD machine are
d_ transferredelectronicallytothe centralmachine shop and

used to program a numerically-controlled(NC) 5-axis
millingmachine.

where As isthe linearsegment length;there ar_ similar
expressions for the x and z components. The i" points ExperimentalWork
on the outer and inner cylinder curves are denoted by
C3(J,i)and C2(j,i),J = 1,2,3for x,y,z,reap. Then the All experimentswere conducted on the return end of

distance Al from C2i to C3i,the unit slantvector Qj and the centerpost, which is symmetrical. The lead end,

A!- I{_j-_jl which is asymmetrical, is a modification of the return end.A variety of observations were made during the

--_ --- --v-l_=(_t -C'¢2"_1A#" (3) experiments, mostly of a qualitative nature. These includeunlocking, popped or raised wires, cable collapse, thick
Jt#j-Jtl'l_aj edge expansion, azimuthal gaps between the cable and

the component of curvature in the slant direction kI aro centerpost, and gaps between turns at the coil end.
given by A new quantitative observation was developed during

The condition that ,is satisf_ed to make S "quasi- the present tests, called "cable lift". This is the
developable" is that 7' ffi II(k. _) be a minimum, where the distance, measured at specific positions along the z axis,
U S e it,,s m i tak n over a_l i. X is a function of n and _, between the winding mandrel and the inner cable edge.

which are varied inte_actively in the present version df Although the mandrel is rotated during winding so as to
the program. With Z minimized for an SSC inner coil maintain contact of the cable with the mandrel, a previous
endpost, the minimuniradius of curvature, 1/k_, for any section of the cable may lift off while a subsequent
i is about 0.25 m, and the mean is about 0.37 m. The section i6, being applied. Lift is measured after the first
cable can easily bend this amount in the hard direction, turn is wound and clamped to the centerpost, 150 mm

Interestingly, the exponent in the entic form giving inward of the end. It is measured at the end of the
minimum % was 2.02 for the inner endpostt close to an straight sectiov and 25 mm inward of the end of the
ellipse, and 2.00 for the outer, a pure ellipse, straight section, on both sides of the centerpost, by a

It should be noted that the baseline designs are feeler gage o1" pin gage between the cable edge and the
actually pretty good; % for the outer baseline_ design is mandrel. Those parameters affecting the amount of lift
0.165, whereas the final outer deqign hae a X" of 0.111. are winding t_Jnsion, winding direction, cable pitch, cable
The inner baselir_e design has a X' of 0.655 and the final ins _ation, endpost tilt angle and end shape. Lift
iIAner design a g' of 0.277. measurement is most useful when varying a single

Although endpost design does not require it, the parameter; when several parameters have been varied, the
computer program also computes the coordinates of the lift measurements may not be consistent.
turn. The inner edge of the cableisassumed to coincide Leftlay cablewound clockwisetends to unlock as it
with the inner cylindercurve. Because of the tilt,At is is applied entering the end, and tends to lock while
greater than the cable width, so the outer edge is exitingthe end. While entering the end, pressure of the
computed from C2 + w • (I_,where w is the cable width, cable against the endpost helps to maintain wire
As a check, the outer e_dge length is computed and registration. Since there is no such assistance after
compared with the inner edge length to see if the exiting the end, a right lay cable is harder to wind
constant perimeter conditionis stillmet, since it was successfullyclockwise. Both cableshave leftlay,but the
originallyestablishedfor the inner cylinder curve and outer cable,which has a higher aspect ratio than the

outer cylinder curve. Typically,the differ?ncein length inner, ismore prone to failure. Tests showed the outer
of the two edges is lessthan 1 part in 10L cable had to be wound clockwise. The finalversion of

The inner and outer surfaces of the endpost are the inner cable,with a shortened pitch,isrobust enough
portions of cylinders having radiiwhich are in general to wind in either direction.
not the same as the radiiof the "inner edge cylinder" As might be expected,the Kapton wrap helps to bind
and "outer edge cylinder"definedabove. This isbecause the cable together and improve resistanceto unlocking
the turn may not be "radial",i.e.,may not be centered on and raised wires. However, although it is a high
a plane containingthe z axis in the straightsectionof strength material,itcan be damaged during coilwinding
the coil.BNL 2-D cellcross-sectionsare designed so that ifthe cable is prone to unlocking. Kapton breakage on



the thick edge and also near the middle of the side Endpost tiltangles from 0' to 13" were triedand itwas
facing the centerpost was found after winding such found that the proper'tftr was between 5' and 9'.

• cables. Examination of a, cable after winding without Endpost shapes designed using CNSTND6, with outer edge
Kapton revealedthick edge expansion,and itissupposed ellipsesof 40',38",36" and 34'tand tftranglesfrom 8.3'
that stretchingof the Kapton there was responsiblefor to9.1",were triednext. The 36' outer-edge ellipse,with
the breaks in the Kapton-wrapped cables, Tests showed a tftrof 8.6'tgave the leastcable liftand was chosen.
thatchanging the wrap directiondid not improve mat+era. The outer coilwinding testswere not as lengthy as
Kapton breakage was seen while using the initial,longer those on the inner coil__the larger mandrel and wider
pitch (94 mm) inner cable and in outer cable wound centerpost make winding easier. The firsttest was with
counter01ockwise. Neither the long-pitchinner nor the a model computed using an early version of CNSTND_ the
outer cable could be successfullywound counterclockwise model was wound with bare cable using 0.22 kN tension,
withoutthe Kapton. The improved inner wider cable with The cable lifted0.7 mm at the beginning of the straight
shorterpitch did not cause Kapton breakage when wound sectionand 1,24 mm, 25 mm before the straight section.
in eitherdirection. After 3 turns, there were 0.5 mm gaps between turns at

The older, 40 mm i.d.SSC coilswere made with the crossover point_ the endpost angle waz too large,
smallercablesand were wound with 0.16to 0.18kN (35to 32.3". The endpost angle was modified to 20', without
40 Ibs) tension. The present experiments were done at regard to maintaining constant perimeter. Wound
0.18,0.22 and 0.27 kN (40,50 and 60 Ib). With too little clockwise,with 0.22 kN tension, there were no raised
tension,the coilis loose,and itmay be difficultto get wires, and seven turns were wound without problems.
the larger,fluffiercoilinto the curing mold, Also,the Wound countercloc_wlse,the cable collapsed.Tests were
cable may not conform to the endpost. Too high a then made on five more endposts having angles in the
tensioncan cause the cable to collapseor pop a w_Ire,and range 20" to 26.3"Ithe lastthree of these were obtained
the insulation may be damaged by scuffing on the with CNSTND6. The finalchoice was a 40' ellipseouter
mandrel. The new, wider outer cable can be wound with edge, 36_8"ellipseinner edge and a tiltof 24.7",a slight
0.16kN tension,but the inner requiresa minimum of 0.18 modificationof a CNSTND6 design. With this endpost,
kN to wind around the narrow endpost. A tensionof 0.27 eleven turns were wound clockwise with 0.22 kN tension
kN on the inner is a bit high; although it improves without problems, on an open mandrel with no guide for
conformityof the cable to the endpost and decreases llft the cable.
on the exitingside,itincreaseslifton the entering side.
With a lower tension,liftwas equal on both sides. The Final Desi_tn
finalchoice for both inner and outer was 0.22 kN.

Gaps tend to occur between the centerpost and the The endpost configurations finallyarrived at are
cable along the straight section,but are not a problem; given in Table 2.
the turns are held in place during winding of long coils
by clamps,and gaps are closed during curing. Gaps that
occur between turns in the ends are caused by improper References
endpost tilt.These gaps leavevoids aftercuring and are
undesireable. [i] R.C. Bossert, J.S. Brandt, J.A. Carson, H.J. Fulton,

The initialendpost model for the inner was the G.C_ Lee and J.H. Cook, "AnalyticalSolutionsto SSC Coil
baselinedesign, with a 40' ellipseon the outer edge and End Design", Proc.InternationalIndustrialSymposium on
a 40" ellipseplus straight sectionon the inner edge. the Supercollider,(Feb. 1989),New Orleans,p.387.

Table II. Finalendpost configurations;lineardimensions are in mm and angles in degrees.
II 111 IIIII I

Radial Straight Degree Major Minor Tilt
Surface Section _ _ _

inner inner 7.70 32,6 11.88 6.30 8.6
inner outer 0.00 36.0 17.45 10.26
outer inner 19.35 36.8 43.66 26.19 24.7
outer outer 0.00 40.0 57.51 36.96
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